1. Introduction

Protein capsids can act as nanoscale molecular containers. Such self-assembled structures form a closed shell which encases a hollow interior that can host various guest molecules. The capsid wall physically separates the guest molecules inside from the bulk environment. Nature provides a wide array of capsid structures, with diameters ranging from ~10 nm to >100 nm and functions, including storage and transport of nucleic acids (by virus capsids), metal storage (by ferritin), and biocatalysis (by bacterial microcompartments, enapsulin, and some lumazine synthases). For nanotechnology, protein capsids generally possess several additional desirable traits, such as well-ordered and uniform structures, biocompatibility, and ready modification or functionalization. Consequently, these scaffolds have great potential for applications such as drug delivery, materials synthesis, and the construction of nanoreactors. Nevertheless, the development of general methods for the controlled loading and release of cargo molecules into and out of protein capsids remains an important challenge.

Several virus capsids have been repurposed to encapsulate non-native guests. For example, the capsids from bacteriophage MS2, bacteriophage QB, bacteriophage P22, polyoma virus, cowpea chlorotic mottle virus (CCMV) have been loaded with a variety of cargoes, including RNA, proteins, and small molecules. For macromolecular cargoes, like RNA and protein, capsid loading is usually coupled with capsid assembly, since these guests are typically too big to diffuse into the capsid, and encapsulation is driven by non-covalent interactions between the capsid and guest. Small molecules can often be loaded into intact capsids, since virus capsids typically possess pores that allow these cargoes access to the capsid interior. However, small-molecule encapsulation typically requires covalent conjugation of the guest molecule to the inner capsid wall to prevent the guest from simply diffusing back out of the capsid again.

The enzyme lumazine synthase from Aquifex aeolicus (AaLS) has shown much promise as a scaffold for nanotechnology. The AaLS capsid (Fig. 1A) is built from 60 identical subunits, which assemble as a dodecamer of viral nanoparticles, the AaLS capsid is relatively small, with an outer diameter of 16 nm and an inner diameter of 9 nm. Compared with viral nanoparticles, the AaLS capsid is relatively small, with an outer diameter of 16 nm and an inner diameter of 9 nm. Previously, AaLS has been engineered to encapsulate either RNA or proteins bearing a high number of positively charged residues based on charge complementarity strategies. Despite these successes with biomacromolecular...
2. Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

Curcumin (AR grade) was purchased from Biotopped (Beijing, China) and was purified before use (see below). All other chemicals were of reagent grade or better and used without further purification, unless otherwise noted. Reverse-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) separations were performed on an Agilent 1200 HPLC (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Determinations of molecular mass were carried out using an Agilent 6310 ion trap mass spectrometer or an Agilent 1260 infinity 6420 triple quad LC/MS. NMR spectroscopy was performed with an 400 MHz Bruker Avance III NMR spectrometer (Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany). UV-Vis absorbance measurements were made with either a TECAN Infinite M200 Pro plate reader (TECAN, Männedorf, Switzerland), Eppendorf BioPhotometer (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany), or a Hitachi U-3900 spectrophotometer (Hitachi High-Tech Science Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). Fluorescence spectroscopy experiments were performed with either the TECAN Infinite M200 plate reader or an FLS 980 fluorimeter (Edinburgh Instruments, Livingston, UK). Protein purifications were carried out using either an AKTA Pure or an AKTA Prime Plus fast protein liquid chromatography instrument (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Pittsburgh, PA, USA).

2.2 Site-directed mutagenesis

To generate a unique cysteine in the AaLS sequence whose side chain should be accessible at the inner capsid surface and be oriented towards the capsid lumen, two successive rounds of site-directed mutagenesis were carried out. In the first round, the naturally occurring cysteine at position 37 was changed to alanine. For this mutagenesis reaction, the plasmid pMG-AaLS-noHis was used as the template and the primers GT_C37AF and GT_C37AR (5’-GTGGAGGCGTCAAATGATGCTATAGTCCGTCATGGCCGC-3’ and 5’-GCCGCGATGACGGACTATAGCATCAA-TTGACCCTCCAC-3’, respectively, mutations indicated in bold) were used to introduce the C37A mutation, yielding plasmid pMG-AaLS-C37A. In a second round of site-directed mutagenesis, glutamate at position 122 was replaced by cysteine. In this case the plasmid pMG-AaLS-C37A was used as the template and the primers GT_E122CF and GT_E122CR (5’-GTTATACAGCTGACCTTG-3’ and 5’-GCCGCCATGACGGACTATAGCATCAA-TTGACCCTCCAC-3’, respectively) were used to make the E122C mutation. The resulting plasmid after both rounds of mutagenesis, pMG-AaLS-IC, encodes the double variant C37A/E122C-AaLS (AaLS-IC). For both mutations, the mutagenesis PCR was carried out similarly to a previously reported procedure and involved 18 cycles of denaturation (95 °C for 30 s), annealing (58 °C for 30 s), and primer extension (72 °C for 6 min). The coding portions of the resulting plasmids (pMG-AaLS-C37A and pMG-AaLS-IC) were confirmed by DNA sequencing (University of Utah DNA sequencing core facility).

capsulation, methods for the encapsulation of small molecules by AaLS are lacking. Here, we describe a novel AaLS-based system for the controlled encapsulation of small-molecule thiols by the intact capsid. An engineered cysteine was installed at the inner surface of AaLS (Fig. 1B) as a means to capture potential cargo molecules covalently inside the capsid. Using a two-stage thiol-disulfide exchange process, we successfully conjugated an analog of the natural product curcumin, as a model guest, to the engineered cysteine via a disulfide linkage. The encapsulated curcumin analog was subsequently released from the capsid by adding a reducing agent. Interestingly, the encapsulated curcumin analog was much more soluble in aqueous buffer than its free counterpart, which could be advantageous for delivery applications.
2.3 Production and purification of AaLS-IC

AaLS-IC capsids were produced in Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) cells from plasmid pMG-AaLS-IC and purified using a combination of ammonium sulfate treatment, anion exchange chromatography, and size-exclusion chromatography, according to a previously published procedure.25 The purity of each protein was confirmed by SDS-PAGE. The yield was determined by Bradford assay. The typical yield of pure AaLS-IC was ~20 mg L⁻¹ of cell culture.

2.4 Synthesis of cur-SH

The curcumin used for this derivatization was purified by silica gel chromatography using CH₃Cl₂ as the mobile phase. Purified curcumin gave a single spot with an Rf value of 0.5 by thin-layer chromatography using 1,2-dichloroethane : methanol (20 : 1, v/v) as the mobile phase. Purified curcumin was derivatized using a previously reported procedure25 to generate cur–SS–COOH (Fig. 2). The crude product was redissolved in dichloromethane (4 mL) and purified by silica gel column chromatography using 1,2-dichloroethane : methanol : acetic acid (90 : 3 : 0.93, v/v) as the developing solvent. The f value of the desired singly modified curcumin product is about 0.27. The mass of the purified product was 0.16 g (28% yield). The structure of this product was confirmed by ¹H and ¹³C NMR (400 MHz, CDCl₃) spectroscopy. ¹H NMR, δ [ppm]: 7.63–7.57 (m, 2H), 7.14–6.92 (m, 6H), 6.57–6.47 (m, 2H), 5.83 (s, 1H), 3.94 (s, 3H), 3.88 (s, 3H), 3.07–3.05 (m, 4H), 3.00–2.96 (t, 2H), 2.85–2.81 (t, 2H). ¹³C NMR, δ [ppm]: 184.64, 181.77, 169.73, 151.25, 148.07, 146.87, 141.26, 140.99, 139.35, 134.19, 127.52, 124.30, 123.16, 123.07, 121.71, 120.95, 114.92, 111.50, 109.78, 101.59, 55.96, 55.93, 43.51, 33.91, 33.05, 29.71, 22.73. IR (KBr) cm⁻¹: 3600–3900 (broad, m), 3000–3300 (broad, m), 1754 (w), 1629 (w), 1581 (w), 1511 (s), 1384 (w), 1123 (m). MS (ESI) calculated for \([C_{27}H_{27}O_9S_2]^+\) 559.12, observed 559.1.

Cur–SS–COOH contains a disulfide bond which was reduced to generate the thiol–curcumin derivate used for loading into the AaLS-IC capsid. This reduction was carried out by first dissolving the disulfide-containing curcumin derivative (0.1 mmol, 57.8 mg) in THF (20 mL) and then adding 183 mM aqueous tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) (3 mL). The reaction mixture was incubated at room temperature under N₂ and in the dark for 4 h. The solvent was then removed by rotary evaporation and the resulting orange solid was purified using silica gel column chromatography using a solvent system consisting of 1,2-dichloroethane : methanol : acetic acid (98 : 0.98 : 1, v/v/v) as the developing solvent. The f value of cur-SH is about 0.6. The collected product has a mass of 7 mg (15% yield). Cur-SH (7 mg) was then dissolved in acetonitrile (1 mL), passed through a 0.22 μM nylon syringe filter, and further purified by reverse-phase HPLC using an Agilent 1260 infinity HPLC system equipped with a SunFire Prep C8 column (19 × 250 mm, 5 μm particle size, OBD). The HPLC purification was carried out at 40 °C under isocratic conditions using a solvent system consisting of acetonitrile : water : formic acid (50 : 50 : 0.1) at a flow rate of 10 mL min⁻¹. The detection wavelength was 210 nm. Cur-SH eluted as the main peak with an elution time of 7.23 min. The material corresponding to this peak was collected. The final isolated yield of cur-SH was 5 mg. The resulting orange-yellow solid was confirmed to be cur-SH by ¹H and ¹³C NMR spectroscopy (400 MHz, CDCl₃). ¹H NMR, δ [ppm]: 7.54–7.41 (m, 6H), 7.06–6.87 (m, 6H), 6.49–6.41 (m, 2H), 5.76 (s, 2H), 3.87 (s, 3H), 3.80 (s, 3H), 2.88 (t, 1H), 2.82 (m, 1H), 1.74 (t, 1H). ¹³C NMR, δ [ppm]: 184.59, 181.76, 169.59, 151.26, 148.04, 146.84, 141.22, 140.97, 139.34, 134.24, 127.55, 124.35, 123.22, 123.07, 121.76, 120.98, 114.89, 111.45, 109.70, 101.59, 55.98, 55.92, 38.37, 19.85. IR (KBr) cm⁻¹: 3002 (s), 2882 (s), 2811 (s), 1578 (m), 1543 (m), 1510 (m), 1476 (m), 1420 (w), 1386 (w). MS (ESI) calculated for \([C_{27}H_{27}O_9S]^-\) [M + H]⁻ 457.1, observed 457.5; calculated for \([C_{24}H_{23}O_7S]^-\) 455.1, observed 455.0.

2.5 Conjugation of cur-SH to AaLS-IC

Loading of cur-SH into AaLS-IC capsids was carried out via a two-stage thiol–disulfide exchange process. AaLS-IC (3 mL of a 1 mg mL⁻¹ solution) was slowly added dropwise with stirring into a solution (353 μL) containing 5 mM 5,5'-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB). Both reactants (AaLS-IC and DTNB) were dissolved in SEC buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate, 200 mM NaCl, pH 8.0). The final concentration of AaLS-IC was 53 μM; the final concentration of DTNB was 530 μM. The reaction was incubated at room temperature for 20 min. The solution immediately turned bright yellow, indicating disulfide bond formation between the cysteine of AaLS-IC and one half of DTNB with concomitant release of NTB (the other half of
DTNB). The concentration of NTB released can be calculated by measuring the absorbance at 412 nm \((\varepsilon_{412} \text{ nm} = 14,150 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ cm}^{-1})\). The product mixture was dialyzed into fresh SEC buffer (1 L) overnight at 4 °C in the dark to remove the free NTB and unreacted DTNB. Cur-SH (660 μL of a 0.17 mg mL\(^{-1}\) solution, dissolved in ethanol and kept in the dark) was slowly added to the AaLS-IC–NTB conjugate (6 mL of a 0.5 mg mL\(^{-1}\) solution, dissolved in SEC buffer), which resulted in a two-fold molar excess of cur-SH over AaLS-IC–NTB. The final concentration of ethanol in the reaction was 10% (v/v). The reaction was incubated at room temperature for 20 min in the dark. Since both curcumin and NTB have strong absorbance at 412 nm, the amount of NTB released was calculated by measuring the absorbance at 412 nm since the \(\varepsilon_{412} \text{ nm}\) of cur-SH should not change significantly between the thiol and disulfide forms. Before measuring the absorbance, an aliquot of the product mixture was diluted five-fold with SEC buffer, so that the final concentration of ethanol is 2% (v/v). The \(\Delta A_{412} \text{ nm}\) was calculated by subtracting the \(A_{412} \text{ nm}\) of 3.4 μg mL\(^{-1}\) unreacted cur-SH (corresponding to a 50-fold dilution of the original 0.17 mg mL\(^{-1}\) cur-SH stock solution into SEC buffer) from the \(A_{412} \text{ nm}\) of the product mixture. For all subsequent experiments, the remaining crude product mixture was dialyzed into SEC buffer (2 L) overnight at 4 °C in the dark.

### 2.6 UV-Vis spectroscopy

Since curcumin has a distinct absorbance spectrum from the AaLS-IC protein, UV-Vis spectroscopic analysis was carried out on the AaLS-IC–cur conjugate. The absorbance of AaLS-IC–cur (8 μM) in SEC buffer with 2% ethanol (200 μL final volume) was measured from 600 nm to 300 nm in 1 nm increments using a TECAN plate reader and a flat-bottomed polystyrene 96-well plate (Jet Biofil, Guangzhou, China). SEC buffer with 2% ethanol was used as the blank. UV-Vis absorbance spectra of AaLS-IC–NTB conjugate (8 μM) and free cur-SH (5.8 μM) were obtained in the same way, as controls.

### 2.7 Fluorescence spectroscopy

Since curcumin is fluorescent, fluorescence spectroscopy was used to further characterize the AaLS-IC–cur conjugate. The fluorescence spectrum of AaLS-IC–cur (8 μM) in SEC buffer with 2% ethanol was obtained by measuring the emission from 422 nm to 600 nm in 1 nm increments, after excitation at 412 nm. Fluorescence spectra of AaLS-IC–NTB (8 μM) and free cur-SH (5.8 μM) were also measured in the same way, as controls.

### 2.8 Size-exclusion chromatography analysis of AaLS-IC–cur

To verify the attachment of cur-SH (a small molecule) to AaLS-IC (a large protein), the AaLS-IC–cur conjugate was subjected to analytical SEC. The \(A_{280} \text{ nm}\) and curcumin-based fluorescence were then measured for each individual fraction. Prior to SEC analysis, the conjugate was concentrated by ultrafiltration using a VIVASPIN 20 (30 000 MWCO) spin concentrator (Sartorius) to a final concentration of 2.5 mg mL\(^{-1}\) and then passed through a 0.22 μm syringe filter. The AaLS-IC–cur was then loaded onto an AKTA Pure system equipped with a HiPrep 16/60 sephacryl S-400HR column. The running buffer, flow rate, and temperature were the same as described above for the purification of AaLS-IC. Immediately after the sample was injected onto the column, fractions (4 mL each) were collected over a total eluent volume of 120 mL. For each fraction, the \(A_{280} \text{ nm}\) and fluorescence emission at 525 nm (\(\lambda_{\text{excitation}} = 412 \text{ nm}\)) were recorded.

### 2.9 HPLC of AaLS-IC–cur

Analytical reverse-phase HPLC was used to check for non-covalently bound cur-SH in the AaLS-IC–cur sample. To prepare the AaLS-IC–cur for HPLC analysis, the conjugate was dialyzed into PBS buffer containing 10 mM sodium phosphate, 2 mM potassium phosphate, 150 mM NaCl, and 3 mM KCl at pH 7.4 (1 L) overnight at 4 °C in the dark, concentrated by ultrafiltration to a final protein concentration of \(\sim 2 \text{ mg mL}^{-1}\), diluted with pure water to a final protein concentration of 0.2 mg mL\(^{-1}\), and then filtered with a 0.22 μM nylon membrane. AaLS-IC–cur (20 μL) was then injected onto a HPLC system equipped with a Thermo BioBasic C4 column (150 mm × 4.6 mm, 5 μm particle size, 30 nm pore size) and a diode array detector. The HPLC running conditions were 25 °C, 1 mL min\(^{-1}\) flow rate; the detection wavelength was 410 nm. AaLS-IC–cur was eluted from the column using a gradient from 5 : 95 : 0.05 (acetonitrile : water : formic acid) to 95 : 5 : 0.05 (acetonitrile : water : formic acid) over 20 min.

### 2.10 Reductive release of cur-SH from AaLS-IC–cur

The ability of the reducing agent TCEP to release cur-SH from the conjugate was examined using reverse-phase HPLC. AaLS-IC–cur was prepared for the reaction by dialysis into PBS and ultrafiltration, as described above. TCEP (1.6 μL of a 125 mM stock solution in PBS) was added to five aliquots (38.4 μL each) of AaLS-IC–cur (2.3 mg mL\(^{-1}\) protein, 90.5 μM curcumin). The final concentration of TCEP in these aliquots was 5 mM. The aliquots were incubated at 4 °C in the dark. At certain time points following the addition of TCEP (0.5 h, 1 h, 2 h, 4 h, and 8 h), 0.05% formic acid in acetonitrile (160 μL) was added to a single aliquot to dissolve precipitated free cur-SH. The sample was then filtered through a 0.22 μm nylon membrane and then immediately injected (20 μL injection volume) onto an HPLC system equipped with a Thermo BioBasic C4 column and a diode array detector. Free cur-SH was separated from the protein and other components of the reaction mixture using a gradient from 5% acetonitrile/95% water/0.05% formic acid to 95% acetonitrile/5% water/0.05% formic acid over 20 min using a flow rate of 1 mL min\(^{-1}\) at 25 °C. Cur-SH was detected at 410 nm. PBS (1.6 μL) was added to seven additional aliquots of AaLS-IC–cur, which were treated and analyzed in the same fashion as the other aliquots. Five of these additional aliquots served as negative controls for cur-SH release for each of the above time points. The remaining two TCEP-free aliquots were analyzed immediately and used to represent the 0 h time point. Time courses of the reaction between TCEP and AaLS-IC–cur were performed in triplicate. Reductive release of cur-SH from AaLS-IC was also carried out at a higher concentration of TCEP (10 mM), using essentially the same procedure, but with
a slightly different concentration of AaLS-IC-cur conjugate (2 mg mL$^{-1}$ protein, 76.5 µM curcumin).

The concentration of free cur-SH in each sample was determined by integrating the appropriate peak in the HPLC chromatogram (15.2 min) and comparing the peak area to a calibration curve. To obtain the calibration curve, different concentrations of free cur-SH (0.39 µM to 50 µM) were prepared by two-fold serial dilutions of a 50 µM cur-SH stock solution in acetonitrile. Following filtration through a 0.22 µm nylon membrane, each cur-SH standard was subjected to the same HPLC conditions as described above for the release reaction. The volume of each injection was 20 µL. The areas of the $A_{410}$ nm peaks at 15.2 min were then plotted against the concentration of cur-SH and fit to a linear equation using the program OriginPro 2015 (OriginLab, Northampton, MA, USA). The data were linear over the entire concentration range ($r^2 = 0.9958$). The free cur-SH concentration at each time point was corrected for the non-covalently bound cur-SH present in the AaLS-IC-cur conjugate by subtracting the free cur-SH concentration of the corresponding sample lacking TCEP.

### 2.11 Stability of cur-SH

Curcumin is known to degrade slowly in aqueous buffers and in the presence of thiols. To check for curcumin degradation under the experimental conditions, the loss of absorbance by cur-SH was measured over time. TCEP (160 µL of a 250 mM stock solution in water) was added to a solution containing 19 µM cur-SH dissolved in 90% SEC buffer/10% ethanol (3840 µL). The final concentration of TCEP was 10 mM and the final volume was 4 mL. After mixing, the $A_{412}$ nm was measured for 2 h. As a control, another sample was prepared and analyzed in the same way, except that SEC buffer (160 µL) was added instead of TCEP.

### 3. Results and discussion

### 3.1 Design & production of AaLS-IC

Disulfide bonds are useful linkages for conjugating small molecules to proteins. To enable disulfide conjugation at the interior surface of the AaLS capsid, two point mutations (C37A/E122C) were made in order to remove a naturally-occurring cysteine and to introduce a new one in the desired location. Visual inspection of the AaLS structure (Fig. 1B) suggested that the side-chain of the engineered cysteine at position 122, which is located in the middle of an $\alpha$-helix, should be oriented toward the capsid lumen and thus be accessible for reaction with molecules that diffuse into the interior space. The resulting variant (AaLS-IC) was produced in *Escherichia coli* BL21 (DE3) cells and purified by ammonium sulfate treatment, anion exchange chromatography, and size-exclusion chromatography (SEC), yielding about 20 mg of pure protein per L of cell culture. The mutations do not noticeably affect the capsid assembly, as assessed by analytical SEC (Fig. S1f) and transmission electron microscopy (Fig. S2f).

### 3.2 Synthesis & loading of AaLS-IC

Small molecules containing a thiol group can potentially be loaded into the AaLS-IC capsid by disulfide bond formation. Towards this end, a derivative of curcumin containing a thiol group (cur-SH) (Fig. 2) was synthesized by a three-step process. Cur-SH represents an appealing model guest because curcumin is fluorescent and there has been great recent interest in developing vehicles for the delivery of curcumin into cells that can overcome its low bioavailability.

Cur-SH can be loaded into the AaLS-IC capsid using a two-stage thiol-disulfide exchange reaction involving reduction of DTNB via the formation of an intermediate containing a mixed disulfide bond between the AaLS-IC protein and 2-nitro-5-thiobenzoic acid (NTB) (Fig. 3). Upon addition of DTNB, a bright yellow color formed instantaneously, which was accompanied by the appearance of a large new peak in the UV-Vis spectrum at 412 nm (Fig. S3†). This color change is characteristic of the specific reaction between cysteine thiols and DTNB. Upon removal of the unreacted DTNB and the free NTB product, the spectrum of the AaLS-IC–NTB product revealed a new shoulder at 330 nm, which can be attributed to the formation of a mixed disulfide between NTB and AaLS-IC. The yield of AaLS-IC–NTB conjugate in the first stage was 71%, as assessed by UV-Vis spectroscopy (Table S1†).

The disulfide bond in this intermediate is activated for reaction with incoming thiols, as NTB is a good leaving group. Indeed, during the second stage, the addition of cur-SH to AaLS-IC–NTB led to rapid displacement of NTB, forming the desired AaLS-IC-cur conjugate with a 96% yield (Table S2†). The overall yield for these two steps indicates that about 41 cur-SH molecules were conjugated per capsid.

Following the removal of free NTB and unreacted cur-SH by dialysis, the AaLS-IC-cur conjugate was characterized by UV-Vis spectroscopy and fluorescence spectroscopy. Natural curcumin and the cur-SH derivative have similar UV-Vis absorbance and fluorescence emission spectra, although $\lambda_{max}$ is about $7\text{–}10$ nm lower for cur-SH (Fig. S4†). The UV-Vis spectrum of AaLS-IC–cur showed a large absorbance peak at 410 nm (Fig. 4), similar to that of curcumin and cur-SH, but absent from the AaLS-IC–NTB intermediate. The fluorescence spectrum of AaLS-IC–cur showed a large emission peak at 525 nm (Fig. 5), which is characteristic of curcumin and cur-SH but not AaLS-IC–NTB. Together, these spectra are consistent with what would be expected for the desired AaLS-IC-cur conjugate. SEC analysis shows that the AaLS-IC-cur conjugate elutes as a single peak with the same elution volume as the unreacted AaLS-IC capsid, indicating that curcumin loading does not change the assembly state of AaLS-IC (Fig. 6). Further, during SEC the curcumin-based fluorescence co-elutes with the capsid protein, signifying that the cur-SH is attached to the protein. AaLS-IC-cur was also subjected to reverse-phase HPLC analysis. The resulting chromatogram (Fig. 7) showed a large peak with a retention time of 18 min, which is about 3 minutes later than the elution time of free cur-SH. A small peak was observed at 15.2 min, similar to free cur-SH, but this species represents only about 5% of the total
curcumin in the sample, or about 2 cur-SH molecules per capsid. This free cur-SH observed in the chromatogram can be attributed to non-covalently bound cur-SH that is released from the protein under the denaturing conditions of the reverse-phase HPLC analysis.

3.3 Solubility of AaLS-IC–cur

Curcumin is notoriously insoluble in aqueous solution. However, the sequestration of curcumin inside the AaLS capsid should prevent the encapsulated curcumin from aggregating.

---

**Fig. 3** Scheme for loading and unloading of AaLS-IC with cur-SH. (A) Cur-SH can be loaded into the intact AaLS-IC capsid by a two-stage thiol-disulfide exchange reaction at the engineered cysteine on the inner capsid surface, yielding a disulfide bonded conjugate (AaLS-IC–cur) between cur-SH and AaLS-IC. (B) The disulfide bond between cur-SH and AaLS-IC can be broken by the reducing reagent TCEP, allowing free cur-SH to be released from the capsid.

**Fig. 4** UV-Vis spectra of cur-SH, AaLS-IC–NTB and AaLS-IC–cur. The absorbance of AaLS-IC–cur (red), AaLS-IC–NTB (black), and cur-SH (blue) in SEC buffer with 2% ethanol were measured from 600 nm to 300 nm. SEC buffer with 2% ethanol was used as the blank. The concentrations of AaLS-IC–cur, AaLS-IC–NTB, and cur-SH were 8 \( \mu \text{M} \), 8 \( \mu \text{M} \), and 5.8 \( \mu \text{M} \), respectively.

**Fig. 5** Fluorescence spectra of cur-SH, AaLS-IC–NTB and AaLS-IC–cur. The fluorescence emission of AaLS-IC–cur (red), AaLS-IC–NTB (black), and cur-SH (blue) in SEC buffer with 2% ethanol were measured from 422 nm to 600 nm, after excitation at 412 nm. SEC buffer with 2% ethanol was used as the blank. The concentrations of AaLS-IC–cur, AaLS-IC–NTB, and cur-SH were 8 \( \mu \text{M} \), 8 \( \mu \text{M} \), and 5.8 \( \mu \text{M} \), respectively.
and precipitating. To test whether the encapsulation of curcumin increases its solubility in PBS buffer containing 0.8% ethanol, samples of both AaLS-IC–cur and free cur-SH, each containing a total amount of curcumin that would correspond to a concentration of 30 µM (if fully soluble), were analyzed by subjecting them to centrifugation (to pellet any insoluble material) and measuring the absorbance values of the supernatants at 412 nm (to provide a relative estimate of the curcumin remaining in solution). Indeed, the \( A_{412} \) of AaLS-IC–cur, which did not produce a visible pellet, was double that of free cur-SH, which gave a yellow pellet. The AaLS-IC–cur sample was then further concentrated by ultrafiltration and the analysis was repeated. For total curcumin concentrations as high as 430 µM, precipitation was still not evident and the \( A_{412} \) value increased proportionately (Table 1). Thus, the curcumin in AaLS-IC–cur is >30-fold more soluble in buffer than free cur-SH. At the highest concentration of AaLS-IC–cur tested, the total protein concentration is \( \sim 10 \text{ mg mL}^{-1} \), and the solubility limit had still not been reached.

The poor solubility of curcumin in aqueous media contributes to its low bioavailability. The aqueous solubility of natural curcumin has been reported to be 30 nM. After dialysis into pure water, AaLS-IC–cur also remained soluble up to a total curcumin concentration of 430 µM (Table S3†). Thus the solubility of cur-SH encapsulated by AaLS-IC is >14 000-fold higher than that of the free natural product in water. The increased solubility of encapsulated cur-SH might also improve the bioavailability of this potential drug.

### 3.4 Release of cur-SH

Reduction of the disulfide bond connecting cur-SH to the AaLS-IC protein should allow release of the cur-SH cargo from the capsid. This disulfide bond should be sensitive to small-molecule reducing agents. To test this hypothesis, AaLS-IC–cur was treated with TCEP. Analysis of this reaction at different

---

**Table 1** Solubility of free cur-SH and AaLS-IC–cur in aqueous buffer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Theoretical[^{a}] [curcumin] (µM)</th>
<th>Pellet observed[^{b}]</th>
<th>( A_{412} ) nm[^{c}]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cur-SH</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Yes[^{d}]</td>
<td>0.156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AaLS-IC–cur</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0.330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AaLS-IC–cur</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1.383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AaLS-IC–cur</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5.556[^{e}]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[^{a}\] The theoretical [curcumin] represents the amount of cur-SH (either free or conjugated to AaLS-IC) expected in solution if the curcumin is fully soluble. The solvent is PBS buffer with 0.8% ethanol. \[^{b}\] The samples were subjected to centrifugation in 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes at 13 000 rpm for 5 min at room temperature in a Genie H1650 benchtop centrifuge. The bottoms of the tubes were then examined to check for insoluble material. \[^{c}\] After centrifugation, the supernatants were filtered through a 0.22 µm membrane. The reported \( A_{412} \) nm values correspond to the filtered supernatants. \[^{d}\] The pellet was yellow. Exclusion of any noncovalent bound curcumin from the protein. \[^{e}\] Pure cur-SH was subjected to the same HPLC analysis as a reference. The detection wavelength was 410 nm.
time points by reverse-phase HPLC showed the rapid accumulation of free cur-SH over the first two hours (Fig. 8A). Doubling the concentration of TCEP increased the apparent rate of cur-SH release over the first hour (Fig. 8B). In contrast, no free cur-SH was apparent after 8 h in the negative control containing no TCEP (Fig. 8C). Together, these results demonstrate that cur-SH can be released from AaLS-IC capsid quickly, and that cur-SH release can be triggered by a reducing agent in a concentration-dependent manner.

Following the addition of 5 mM TCEP to AaLS-IC–cur, the amount of free cur-SH reaches a maximum within 2 h, after which the concentration slowly declines. A similar pattern is also observed for 10 mM TCEP, although in this case the maximum concentration of free cur-SH occurs after only 1 h. The maximum free cur-SH concentrations correspond to 66% and 80% of the covalently bound cur-SH in AaLS-IC–cur, for 5 mM TCEP and 10 mM TCEP, respectively. These yields indicate that the majority of the covalently bound cur-SH can be released from the capsid by TCEP.

Several other small-molecule encapsulation systems have previously been developed by engineering cysteine residues on the inner surfaces of virus capsids. For example, an engineered cysteine on the interior surface of the 180 subunit CCMV capsid was conjugated to a maleimide-derivatized spin label, which was used to probe structural changes associated with capsid swelling.46 Similarly, the bacteriophage MS2 capsid was labeled with a maleimide containing derivative of taxol with a yield of 65%.47 Using the same conjugation chemistry, this MS2 variant was also quantitatively loaded with porphyrin48 and an imaging agent.49 Likewise, engineered variants of the bacteriophage P22 capsid have been generated at various positions along the inner capsid surface that have been loaded with guests (including an imaging agent, a radical polymerization initiator, and a biotin derivative) bearing either maleimide or iodoacetamide functional groups with yields ranging from 50–100%.20,50,51 The loading system used for AaLS-IC with cur-SH gives a yield in this range. The reaction between cysteine and maleimide or iodoacetamide produces a thioether bond, and thiol alkylation is generally irreversible. In contrast, disulfide bonds can be readily reduced under physiological conditions. The controlled release of the cargo molecules triggered by reduction extends the functional capability of this encapsulation system, which could be useful for applications such as drug delivery.

Given its broad array of pharmacological activities, there has been much interest in developing curcumin nanocarriers for drug delivery applications. Many different curcumin encapsulation systems have been reported, mostly based on non-covalent hydrophobic partitioning of curcumin into the non-polar core of polymersomes, micelles, liposomes, solid lipid nanoparticles, or silica nanoparticles.40,41 Recently, covalent conjugation strategies for attaching curcumin analogs to polymer-based micelles have been devised to provide triggered release of curcumin. Using a hydrazone linkage to methoxy-poly-(ethylene glycol)–poly(lactic acid) (mPEG–PLA) copolymers, curcumin analog loadings of 5–15% were reported in the resulting micelles.52 Upon lowering the pH, the hydrazone was broken, releasing a maximum of 40–60% of the conjugated curcumin over >10 h. Similarly, an acetal conjugation between a curcumin analog and mPEG–PLA gave a loading yield of 7.1% (w/w) in the resulting micelles and acidic release of ~50% of the
bound curcumin over >30 h. Similar to this study, a disulfide bond was also used to conjugate a curcumin analog to mPEG–PLA. The loading yield in the micelles was 8.2% (w/w), and the bound curcumin could be released by reducing agents. In this case, the addition of 10 mM DTT triggered about 50% of the curcumin to be released over >30 h. In comparison, the cur-SH content of AaLS-IC–cur is 2% (w/w), however this apparently lower loading yield is mostly due to the higher molecular weight of the AaLS-IC polypeptide compared to the mPEG–PLA copolymer. For both the protein capsid and the polymeric micelle, each subunit of the nanoparticle assembly has one site for guest attachment and the majority of the subunits are conjugated to the guest after loading. The addition of TCEP to AaLS-IC–cur gives a somewhat higher maximum yield of released cur-SH, with much faster guest release, than the analogous mPEG–PLA micelles. The more rapid guest release kinetics in the AaLS-IC–cur system probably suggest that the disulfide bond connecting the cur-SH to AaLS-IC is relatively exposed compared to the disulfide bond in the analogous mPEG–PLA micelles, in which the curcumin analog and its conjugation site on the polymer are likely buried in the non-polar core of the particle, making them less accessible to reducing agents.

The decrease in free cur-SH at later time points could be caused by degradation of cur-SH. Indeed, previous studies have shown that curcumin is unstable in aqueous buffer and in the presence of free thiol groups. The mechanism of curcumin degradation is complex, and several pathways have been identified, many of which involve either nucleophilic attack at one of the carbonyl groups or a Michael-type addition at one of the adjacent α,β double bonds. Both the thiol group of cur-SH and the phosphine of TCEP could conceivably promote curcumin degradation after the release of cur-SH from the AaLS-IC capsid. To examine whether TCEP causes degradation of cur-SH, the absorbance of free cur-SH at 412 nm was measured over time in the presence and absence of 10 mM TCEP. In the absence of TCEP, the absorbance of cur-SH decreases by about 15% over 2 h at pH 8.0 (90% SEC buffer/10% ethanol) and room temperature (Fig. 9). Cur-SH lost absorbance much more rapidly in the presence of 10 mM TCEP, with only about 30% of its original absorbance remaining after 2 h. Although the cur-SH release experiments described above were carried out at lower pH and temperature conditions, at which the reaction of cur-SH with TCEP is likely somewhat slower, the decreased yield of free cur-SH observed at later time points (Fig. 8B) can be attributed to this type of degradation, given that the HPLC detection of cur-SH was also done at 410 nm.

The addition of TCEP to AaLS-IC–cur causes free cur-SH to accumulate rapidly (Fig. 8), suggesting that reduction of the disulfide bond in the AaLS-IC–cur conjugate is faster than cur-SH degradation. Over time, however, the accumulated free cur-SH degrades. Although initially this degradation is compensated for by the continuing reductive release of cur-SH from the capsid, eventually the supply of AaLS-IC–cur conjugates becomes depleted, the cur-SH degradation rate overtakes the cur-SH release rate, and the concentration of free cur-SH declines. Thus, the maximum observed yields for cur-SH release (66% and 80% for 5 mM TCEP and 10 mM TCEP, respectively) represent lower limits for the reduction of the disulfide bond in AaLS-IC–cur. For other potential guests that are not susceptible to degradation by TCEP, the yield of guest release would likely be even higher.

4. Conclusions

To encapsulate small molecules, a reactive cysteine was installed at the interior surface the AaLS capsid. A novel thiol–disulfide exchange process was carried out at this interior cysteine which lead to the capture of the 41 cur-SH molecules per capsid. Cur-SH can be released from the AaLS-IC capsid by treatment with the reducing agent TCEP. This reductive release mechanism may be a useful feature for applications such as drug delivery, as the reducing environment of the cytosol could potentially trigger drug release in the cell. In addition, encapsulated cur-SH demonstrated a marked improvement in aqueous solubility, suggesting that its encapsulation within AaLS-IC might improve its bioavailability for drug delivery applications. This system may be generally useful for encapsulation of small molecules containing a thiol group and could also be easily extended to the capture of cargo molecules that possess electrophilic groups.
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